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Grading: The dialectical journal will be assessed using the rubric below and will count as a
quiz grade. Journal will be due at the start of the school year. Be prepared to write an in class
essay upon the start of the school year.
Directions: As you read, watch for passages that seem meaningful, make you think, or leave
you with questions. You can also identify instances of literary devices.
❏ Record at least 10 quotes in the In the Text column. Quotes should be cited in MLA
and be from the beginning, middle & end of the novel.
❏ In the Analysis column reflect upon the quote and respond thoughtfully to. Do not merely
summarize the quote. Each response should be an insightful analysis of the significance
of the quote.
❏ Some questions you might consider:
❏ What theme of message does the quote convey?
❏ Whose point of view is demonstrated in this quote, and how does this point of
view affect the quote’s meaning?
❏ How does this quote contribute to characterization or the development/
growth of a particular character?
Quotes should focus on the thematic concepts of:
❏ Impact of racism on the victims of prejudice as well as those who are prejudiced
❏ Social pressures/conformity
❏ Searching for truth through writing/the power of the written word
❏ Growth of a writer/finding one’s voice
❏ Power relationships among people
❏ People’s inhumanity towards others
❏ Ambiguity of love/hate relationships

Rubric:
100
Exceeds Standards
Dialectical
Journal

10 or more
substantive entries
focused on critical
analysis of multiple
aspects of the text.
Comments show deep
engagement with the
text.

87
Meets Standards
10 or more thorough
entries attempt critical
analysis of multiple
aspects of the text.
Comments
demonstrate active
engagement with the
text.

73
Approaching
Standards

60
Below Standards

At least 8 entries;
comments need
deepening to
demonstrate active
reading.

Fewer than 7 entries.

Includes critical
commentary that is
general in nature.

Comments do not
demonstrate active
reading and may be
brief, shallow, or
mostly plot summary;
little to no analysis.

Model: from Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
In the Text:

Analysis

There were crashing footsteps in the brush now.
George turned and looked toward them.

George and Lennie have run away from the
ranch after the death of Curley’s Wife. George
knows he can’t save Lennie this time, and he
stole Carlson’s gun intending to shoot Lennie
before the other men can find him. Curley wants
Lennie to die a slow, painful death, but George
can’t let that happen. Instead, he tells Lennie the
story of their dream farm - where Lennie will
get to tend the rabbits - and tells him to imagine
how it will be. This way, Lennie’s last thoughts
will be of happiness and hope that their dream
is about to come true.

"Go on, George. When we gonna do it?"
"Gonna do it soon."
"Me an' you."
"You . . . . an' me. Ever'body gonna be nice to you.
Ain't gonna be no more trouble. Nobody gon-na
hurt nobody nor steal from 'em."
Lennie said, "I thought you was mad at me,
George."
"No," said George. "No, Lennie. I ain't mad. I
never been mad, an' I ain't now. That's a thing I
want ya to know." (Steinbeck 106)

In the Text (include page #)

George’s words - “I ain’t never been mad, an’ I
ain’t now” - are intended to soothe Lennie’s fear
that George is angry with him for messing up
their plan. George probably also says this so that
Lennie will die knowing that George is his
friend, and loves him, and always will. This is the
last thing George can do to care for Lennie - give
him a peaceful, quick death.

Analysis

